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Lake Colac
The largest freshwater lake in 
Victoria. At the time of shooting, 
water is just starting to return to 
the dried lake after moderate 
autumn and winter rains.

But Colac’s recreational boating 
ramps and jetties stand forlornly 
unused and pelicans are no 
longer seen cruising majestically 
across the water surface.

A welcome outcome of the 
drought has been the death of 
European carp, introduced about 
the same time as the rabbit for 
recreational fishing.
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Lake Beeac
Lake Beeac lies just west of the 
township of Beeac, 19km northeast 
of Colac, on the road to Cressy and 
Ballarat.

Salt was mined and processed here 
in the nineteenth century. St Michael’s 
Roman Catholic Church, now closed, 
dominates the skyline across the lake.
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Red Rock
A number of small lakes formed 
by volcanic craters, mostly dry 
at the time of these photographs.

The huge expanse of Lake 
Corangamite can be seen in the 
background. 

The Red Rock Volcanic Complex 
was the site of many violent 
volcanic eruptions which resulted 
in the craters and lakes found in 
the area. Around 40 ‘eruption 
centres’ have been identified 
in a small area adjacent to the 
township of Alvie.
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Lake Corangamite
The largest inland lake in Victoria, covering approximately 230 square kilometres, and the 
largest permanent saline lake in Australia. These images were taken near Wool Wool, on the 
eastern shore of the lake.
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Technical stuff
All photographs taken with a Panasonic Lumix 
DMC-L10 camera with either Leica 14–150mm 
or Olympus Zuiko 7–14mm lenses in RAW 
format, processed in Adobe Photoshop CS3 and 
exported as 300dpi encapsulated PostScript 
files.

Layout prepared in Adobe Indesign CS3, then 
exported as an Acrobat Print Quality file.


